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Describing the repertoire of sounds produced by wild cetaceans is necessary for
understanding their function, for acoustic population monitoring and for measuring the
potential influence of anthropogenic impact. Geographic variation in the types and
parameters of sounds makes regional assessment of vocal behaviour necessary.
We describe the acoustic repertoire of a small population of common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) inhabiting Walvis Bay, Namibia from recordings made
over 59 encounters (72 h) between 2009 and 2012. The characteristics of burst pulse
(BP) sounds, low-frequency narrow-band (LFN) sounds, brays, whistles and chirps are
described. The BP sounds identified were generated at 150– 1050 pulses per second,
and most were short, lasting less than 1 s in duration. Bottlenose dolphins from Walvis
Bay produce the lowest frequency LFN sounds described for the species. Whistles
ranged in frequency from 1.58 to 23.24 kHz, and the mean acoustic parameters were
within the range of those described from other geographic regions. Chirps were
identified infrequently and usually as single occurrences. Although several sound types
were often produced in close temporal succession, we found little evidence of
stereotyped bray production, even during recordings of animals feeding. Our results
demonstrate geographic variation in both the characteristics and sound types used by
bottlenose dolphins and highlight the importance of regional data collection as a
pre-curser to passive acoustic monitoring programmes.
Keywords: bottlenose dolphin; Tursiops truncatus; low-frequency narrow-band; burst
pulse; whistle; Namibia

Introduction
Characterizing the repertoire of sounds produced by wild cetaceans is necessary for
understanding the function of these sounds, for monitoring populations using passive
acoustic monitoring (PAM) and for determining the potential influence of man-made
acoustic pollution on vocal communication systems. Regional assessments of vocal
behaviour are necessary as geographic variation between populations is common in the
sound types (Boisseau 2005; Simon et al. 2006; van der Woude 2009), acoustic parameters
(Morisaka et al. 2005; Rossi-Santos and Podos 2006; Samarra et al. 2010) and temporal
production (Jones and Sayigh 2002) of vocalizations. Variation in the repertoire and
acoustic characteristics of sounds produced by a population may result from ecological
specialization (Barrett-Lennard et al. 1996; Janik 2000a; Nowacek 2005; Simon et al.
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2007) or cultural processes (Noad et al. 2000; Rendell and Whitehead 2003) and may
reflect differing genetic, morphological or social characteristics (Long et al. 1998; Mitani
et al. 1999; May-Collado et al. 2007; Kikusui et al. 2011) of species or populations.
As very few studies of cetacean acoustic behaviour have ever taken place in Africa (Elwen
et al. 2011), regional assessments of vocalization characteristics provide a necessary
baseline before more complex behavioural questions can be addressed or automated PAM
programmes can be implemented (Gillespie et al. 2013).
Several studies have investigated the acoustic behaviour of common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the wild (e.g. dos Santos et al. 1995; Janik 2000a, 2000b;
Cook et al. 2004; Boisseau 2005; dos Santos et al. 2005; Frankel et al. 2014). However,
the majority of research has focused on echolocation clicks and whistles (e.g. Au et al.
1982; Jones and Sayigh 2002; Quick and Janik 2008; Dı́az López 2011) without looking
at the whole repertoire of vocal production. Bottlenose dolphin echolocation clicks are
high intensity, short duration, broadband sounds with ultrasonic peak frequencies, usually
produced in rapid succession (click trains) for the detection and discrimination of targets
(Au 1993). During echolocation, the dolphin listens to echoes returning from targets
present over a short range. This use of sound during echolocation differs fundamentally
from that in communication, whereby animals encode information in their signals
that can be decoded by a receiver (Janik 2009). The most commonly studied
communication signal in dolphin repertoires are whistles; frequency-modulated, narrowband sounds, which in Tursiops spp. range between 0.8 and 28.5 kHz in frequency
(Schultz and Corkeron 1994; May-Collado and Wartzok 2008). Whistles are principally
used in social contexts (Jones and Sayigh 2002; Quick and Janik 2008). Approximately,
52% of those produced by freely interacting animals are signature whistles (Cook et al.
2004), which are used to convey identity information (Janik et al. 2006), facilitate group
contact (Janik and Slater 1998; Quick and Janik 2012) and address conspecifics (King and
Janik 2013).
The presence of various other sounds within the bottlenose dolphins’ repertoire has
long been acknowledged, even though these sounds have received much less attention.
Many of these vocalizations appear to be universal (Boisseau 2005). For example, burst
pulse (BP) sounds are broadband discrete aural packets of pulses that due to their high
repetition rate appear in spectrograms as harmonic bands that are perceived as a
continuous sound by the human ear (Watkins 1967; Herzing 2000). Although BP sound
comprise a large proportion of the vocal repertoire (Herzing 2000), sound classification
based on human-perceived aural qualities and non-standardized analysis techniques has
made cross population comparisons difficult (Herzing 2000; Boisseau 2005). The exact
function of BP sounds remains unclear (Janik 2009) and may vary with species and
context. There is growing evidence to support a principal role in communication
(Lammers et al. 2003b; Rankin et al. 2007; Vaughn-Hirshorn et al. 2012) rather than
echolocation, as the inter-click interval (ICI, also referred to as the inter-pulse interval,
IPI), which may be 10 ms or less (Lammers et al. 2003a), exceeds the two-way
propagation time thought necessary for receiving the echoes of individual clicks (Ivanov
2004). However, for long-range target discrimination, BP sounds may be used in an
echolocation capacity (Ivanov 2004; Finneran 2013).
Other bottlenose dolphin vocalizations, poorly described from an acoustic and
behavioural perspective, include low-frequency moans (van der Woude 2009) and lowfrequency narrow-band (LFN) sounds (Schultz et al. 1995; Simard et al. 2011). Like BP
sounds, their function in the dolphin acoustic repertoire has yet to be resolved. LFN
sounds are short-duration (, 1 s) tonal sounds, usually under 1 kHz in frequency
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(Schultz et al. 1995; Simard et al. 2011). Although only recently described in detail
(Simard et al. 2011), they have likely always existed in the repertoire of bottlenose
dolphins, perhaps classified under a different name. For example, dos Santos et al.
(1995) refer to low-frequency transient sounds as ‘gulps’. Lasting 100– 180 ms in
duration and with energy concentrated at 300 Hz, these are likely to be synonymous with
LFN sounds. Similar sounds have been described in other delphinid species, for example
the ‘grunts’ of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins Sousa chinensis (Van Parijs and
Corkeron 2001) and Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus) (Corkeron and Van Parijs
2001) resemble the LFN sounds of bottlenose dolphins. Being low frequency, these
sounds are difficult to detect as they may be masked by concurrent low-frequency noise
sources. Consequently, they may have been under-reported in studies that focused on
other, more obvious vocalizations.
Dolphins can combine sound types to produce distinct vocal units (dos Santos et al.
1995; Herzing 2000; Janik 2000a; Blomqvist et al. 2005). These units may play a
functional role within the vocal repertoire, which differs to that of the individual
components. For example, dos Santos et al. (1995) describe bray vocalizations, which are
generated when low-frequency un-pulsed transient sounds (i.e. probable LFN sounds) are
alternated in a rhythmic fashion with other types of signals. In Scotland, the alternate
signal in bray vocalizations are BP sounds and bray production is correlated with feeding
on salmonids (Janik 2000a). Being low frequency in nature, Janik (2000a) proposes that
bray vocalizations act to manipulate prey behaviour and therefore may have developed in
dolphins to exploit the perceptual systems of their salmonid prey.
This study focuses on the acoustic repertoire of the only inshore population of common
bottlenose dolphins (T. truncatus) inhabiting the southern African coastline. We provide
the first description of the prominent sound types used across a range of behavioural states
and compare their characteristics to those of other populations.
Methods
Data were collected in three different field seasons between 2009 and 2012 in Walvis Bay
(228570 S; 148300 E) a 10 £ 10 km north-facing bay located along the central coast of
Namibia (see Figure 1, Table 1). The Walvis Bay bottlenose dolphin population is small
(approximately 100 individuals, author’s unpublished data), and apparently isolated from
other bottlenose dolphins populations along the west coast of Africa (Findlay et al. 1992;
Best 2007). As the only embayment of significant size along the Namibian coastline,
Walvis Bay represents the core habitat for this population, providing shelter from strong
south westerly swells and good resting and foraging opportunities.
Local weather conditions create calm and flat seas in the bay during the morning with
stronger winds in the afternoons (usually Beaufort 4 or higher). Therefore, boat surveys to
conduct focal follows (Altmann 1974) of groups were mostly carried out in the mornings
when the probability of finding dolphins was the highest. When dolphins were sighted, an
encounter was begun and acoustic data as well as standard information on the estimated
group size, dispersion and number of calves were documented. A concentrated period of
photo-identification was also undertaken at the start of each encounter to determine the
individuals present. In order to minimize disturbance, no focal follow lasted more than 4 h
and most lasted between 1 and 2 h. Dolphin groups were approached from the back or the
side, carefully adjusting the vessel speed to match that of the dolphin group or turning the
engines off to reduce the disturbance of the engine noise on the dolphins’ surface and
acoustic behaviour. An established dolphin watching industry operates in Walvis Bay
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Figure 1. Map of the study area, Walvis Bay, Namibia showing the GPS tracks collected of focal
follows during which acoustic data were collected.

(Leeney 2014) and recordings were often made in the presence of one or more tour boats
operating with 4-stroke outboard or inboard diesel motors, which were mostly idling or
travelling slowly.
Table 1. Vessels and equipment used over 3 years of research between 2009 and 2012.
Data collection

Research vessel

Recording device

February– March 2009

8 m ski boat fitted with twin 80 hp 4-stroke
Honda engines
5.7 m rigid hulled inflatable boat (RHIB)
fitted with twin 50 hp 2-stroke Mercury
engines
5.7 m RHIB fitted with twin 60 hp 4-stroke
Yamaha engines

Edirol UA-25 sound card
to PC
Zoom H4n digital recorder

June –August 2011
July– August 2012

Zoom H4n digital recorder
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Underwater acoustic recordings of dolphin vocalizations were made using the
equipment reported in Table 1. Throughout the study, we used a single-element High-Tec
HTI-96-MIN hydrophone, frequency response of 2 Hz – 30 kHz (^ 1dB), sensitivity of
2 170 dB re 1 V/mPa. The recorders used (Table 1) sampled the data at 96 kHz. The
hydrophone was weighted with a 1-cm-diameter steel chain and lowered 2– 3 m below the
water surface. When dolphins were found in waters , 3.5 m deep, the hydrophone depth
was reduced accordingly. Acoustic recordings were made whenever possible when the
research vessel was stationary, idling or travelling slowly (less than 8 km). However, in
certain encounters recordings could not be made, were interrupted or terminated, for
instance when dolphins were positioned in the surf zone, in shallow waters or when groups
were engaged in fast travel.
Auxiliary data on group behaviour was point sampled every 3 min during encounters.
Bottlenose dolphin behaviour was assessed using a focal group sampling method whereby
we assigned the predominant group behaviour for the majority (. 50%) of the group to a
predetermined set of behavioural states (Mann 1999). If appropriate, we assigned the
behaviour of the remaining group to a secondary behavioural category. Behavioural states
were classified as: milling, surface feeding, socializing, travelling and resting based on
Lusseau (2003) and were designed to be mutually exclusive but together describe the
entire observable behavioural budget of the population.
Acoustic analysis
Our analysis focuses on the identification and description of sounds produced by
bottlenose dolphins during encounters in Walvis Bay (Figure 2). Sound types were
identified in the spectrogram display of Adobe Audition (Ver. 4.0), and Raven Pro 1.4
(Cornell Bioacoustic Research Program 2011) software by visually and aurally scanning
the recordings. The spectrogram display was created using a Hanning window with an FFT
of 512 for tonal sounds and an FFT of 1024 for the identification of BPs. We noted the
occurrence of all sounds thought to be generated by dolphins and focused our analysis on
four sound types, namely (a) BP sounds, (b) LFN sounds, (c) whistles and (d) chirps, and
one combination sound – the ‘bray’, which have been previously described in other
regions (see below for further definitions). Echolocation clicks (Au 1993) and ‘pops’

Figure 2. A sample spectrogram that includes three types of sound recorded from common
bottlenose dolphins in Namibia and described in this study: BP sounds, whistles (W) and LFN
sounds; note echolocation clicks in the background (FFT: 1024, Hanning Window, 50% overlap).
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(Nowacek 2005) were more broadband than our equipment could record and not further
analysed as echolocation clicks are already well described in the literature (Au 1993) and
pops were hard to consistently distinguish from ambient noise.
BP sounds are generated when broadband pulses cf. clicks (few Hz to . 48 kHz) are
emitted at high repetition rates (pulses/s) with intervals of only a few (0.5 – 10) ms
(Lammers et al. 2003a). As BP sounds and click trains lie on a continuum relative to pulse
repetition rate (Murray et al. 1998; Herzing 2000), we defined BP sounds as those calls that
in the spectrogram display (FFT 1024 at a sampling rate of 96 kHz) appear as horizontal
harmonic banded sounds in which clicks were visually and aurally indiscernible (Watkins
1967). The FFT size we used to identify BP sounds is consistent with other studies
(Nemiroff and Whitehead 2009; Frankel and Yin 2010; Henderson et al. 2011) and differs
from the spectrogram display used for the analysis of tonal calls. As the sampling rate of
96 kHz was not adequate to capture the high frequency component of BP sounds, there was
no attempt to analyse the frequency composition of these sounds. Rather, the temporal and
pulse rate characteristics of BP sounds were determined where possible. To calculate pulse
repetition rate, the number of pulses in each BP was counted manually through visual
inspection of the waveform display in Raven and expressed as pulses per second (p/s).
If the number of pulses was not entirely quantifiable using this method, the frequency
spacing between the harmonics was measured in the spectrogram display close to the
beginning, middle and end of each signal to determine the average repetition rate for that
signal (Watkins 1967), which was again converted to p/s.
LFN sounds are tonal signals with a short duration (, 1 s) and confined to low
frequencies (, 5 kHz, Simard et al. 2011, Figure 2). To increase the probability of visually
detecting LFN sounds, recordings were down-sampled from 96 to 32 kHz before scanning
recordings.
We based our identification of bray sounds on dos Santos et al.’s (1995) and Janik’s
(2000a) description. Brays are distinct vocal units composed of two constituent sound
types: a BP and a short down sweep (Janik 2000a), the latter of which is structurally
similar to an LFN sound (Simard et al. 2011). We investigated the temporal patterning of
BP and LFN sounds to look for evidence of bray production (dos Santos et al. 1995;
Janik 2000a). As the exact temporal patterning of components in bray sounds is poorly
defined in the literature, we investigated bray production by looking for BP and LFN
sounds produced according to two criteria, one stricter than the other: (1) we defined a
bray unit as consisting of a BP followed by an LFN sound produced within a time period
of 0 –0.5. Such brays could be produced individually or in sequences. (2) We used a
more relaxed criteria and looked for BP and LFN sounds alternating within a time frame
of 0– 2.0 s, whereby either LFN or BP sounds could start the sequence and up to three
sounds of the same type could be produced in a row before switching back to the
alternative sound type. Therefore, a sequence of LFN – BP – BP –LFN –BP –BP – LFN –
BP for example, could be included in this definition. We measured intervals from the end
of one sound to the start of the next. We assumed that BP sounds and LFN sounds could
not overlap in time, with overlapping sounds removed and the inter-sound intervals recalculated.
Whistles are narrow-band tonal signals longer than 0.1 s in duration (Lilly and Miller
1961; Janik et al. 2013). We included only those where at least part of the fundamental
frequency was above 3 kHz (Gridley et al. 2012). This distinguishes whistles from other
narrow-band sounds produced by bottlenose dolphins (van der Woude 2009; Simard et al.
2011). Whistles interrupted by very short breaks (, 0.03 s) were considered as continuous,
but no attempt was made to identify disconnected multiloops (Esch et al. 2009b;
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Janik et al. 2013) or signature whistles (Caldwell et al. 1990) in the whistle repertoire.
Signature whistles in this population are described elsewhere (Kriesell et al. 2014).
Geographic variation in whistle parameters was assessed by comparing our mean values
for 6 standard whistle parameters with published data from 12 other regions where the
mean and standard deviation (SD) of the vocalization parameter were available.
Chirps are poorly described in the literature but described as: “audible sounds that
sweep through a wide frequency range in a fraction of a second” (see Griffin 1959, cited in;
Caldwell et al. 1990). We defined chirps as short, stereotyped tonal upsweeps following
Janik et al. (2013, Figure 3B). To distinguish chirps from whistles, we set the maximum
allowable length for chirps as 0.1 s.
Each tonal sound (LFN, whistle, and chirp) identified was visually assessed and graded
based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as follows: (1), signal is faint but visible on the
spectrogram, (2), signal is clear and unambiguous, (3), signal is prominent and dominates.
High-quality sounds were those assessed as SNR 2 or 3, which had a clear start/end and
were not masked by simultaneous sound. The duration, number of harmonics (LFN only)
and inflection points i.e. change in slope from positive to negative or vice versa (whistles
only) was assessed from visual inspection of the spectrogram in Adobe Audition. Other
frequency characteristics including start, end, minimum, maximum and peak frequency
were measured in Raven using the selection function.
Results
Between 2009 and 2012, we made recordings during 59 encounters with bottlenose
dolphins in Walvis Bay. In total, 72 h of acoustic recordings were made over varying
behavioural states (resting, travelling, socializing, surface feeding and milling) and group
compositions. The best estimates for group sizes during encounters in which recordings
were made ranged from 1 to 50 animals (!x ¼ 11, ^ SD ¼ 9) and 32% of groups
encountered contained calves. Our analysis focused on identification and characterization
of four sound types (BP, LFN, whistle, chirp), and the combined sound, the bray, which
could not be identified with certainty.
Summary statistics for the acoustic parameters of sounds identified are presented in
Table 2, including the mean, SD and coefficient of variation (CV ¼ SD/!x £ 100). Of the
2475 BP sounds identified a quarter were analysed in detail. In some cases, the pulse
repetition rate could be measured using the harmonic interval, but the duration could not
be measured, for example due to masking at either the start or end of the sound, explaining
the different sample sizes for these parameters (n ¼ 598 durations, n ¼ 604 pulse
repetition rates, n ¼ 565 BPs where both measurements could be made). The BP sounds
ranged from 0.07 to 3.61 s in duration with most (90%) lasting less than 1 s
(!xduration ¼ 0.52 s, ^ SD ¼ 0.47 s, median ¼ 0.38 s) (Figure 3). Mean pulse repetition
rate was 507 p/s (^ SD 193 p/s) and Pearson’s correlation indicated a weak positive
association between BP sound duration and pulse repetition rate (r ¼ 0.28). Compared
with the range of pulse repetition rates (150 –1050 p/s), the inter-quartile range was narrow
(160 p/s) with half of the BP sounds produced at rates between 390 and 550 p/s (Figure 4).
However, a notable proportion of BP sounds (11%) were produced with high pulse
repetition rates, ranging between 801 and the maximum rate of 1050 p/s.
In total, 482 LFN sounds were identified with confidence, of which 311 were high
enough quality to be analysed (Table 2). A further 126 probable LFN sounds were
identified but not included in any formal analysis. We recorded LFN sounds during only 7
encounters (i.e. 12%, or 14% if probable LFNs are considered) with bottlenose dolphins.
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Figure 3. The distribution of sound duration for BP sounds produced by common bottlenose
dolphins in Walvis Bay, Namibia. The majority of sounds (90%) lasted less than 1 s in duration.

Figure 4. The distribution of pulse repetition rates (p/s) for BP sounds produced by common
bottlenose dolphins in Walvis Bay, Namibia.

The LFN sounds analysed were highly stereotyped in nature, characterized by a down
swept or constant fundamental frequency and by a waveform with a clear sinusoidal
structure (Figure 5). The peak frequency ranged from 0.19 to 0.63 kHz (!x0.35 kHz ^ SD
0.06 kHz) and was almost always contained in the fundamental frequency. Compared with
whistles and chirps, the frequency range was very narrow 0.43 kHz (^ SD 0.10 kHz), with
mean minimum and maximum frequencies of 0.16 kHz (^ SD 0.04 kHz) and 0.59 kHz
(^ SD 0.10 kHz) respectively. On average, LFN sounds lasted 0.07 s (^ SD 0.02 s) in

SD)

SD)

SD)

SD)

Statistics

n
Mean (^
Range
CV
LFN
n
Mean (^
Range
CV
Whistles n
Mean (^
Range
CV
Chirps
n
Mean (^
Range
CV

BP

Sound
type

End freq
(kHz)

Min freq
(kHz)

Max freq
(kHz)

Freq range
(kHz)

Peak freq
(kHz)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
311
311
311
311
–
–
0.16 (0.04) 0.59 (0.10) 0.43 (0.10) 0.35 (0.06)
–
–
0.03 – 0.26
0.34 – 0.96
0.23– 0.80 0.19 – 0.63
–
–
0.22
0.17
0.23
0.17
693
693
693
693
693
693
8.64 (3.56) 7.21 (3.10) 5.72 (1.99) 12.88 (2.87) 7.16 (3.24) 8.43 (2.42)
1.76– 21.52 1.58– 21.09 1.58 –16.30 6.05 – 23.24 0.86 – 19.59 2.06 –18.00
41
43
35
22
45
29
12
12
12
12
12
12
8.17 (1.42) 12.97 (1.97) 7.74 (1.33) 12.97 (1.97) 5.23 (2.63) 9.17 (1.69)
5.05– 10.75 10.52–16.00 5.05 – 9.42 10.52– 16.00 1.72 – 10.95 6.00 –11.81
17
15
17
15
50
18

Start freq
(kHz)

Table 2. Acoustic characteristics of sound types produced by bottlenose dolphins in Walvis Bay, Namibia.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
693
1.60 (2.12)
0.00 – 20
133
–
–
–
–

Inflection
points (n)
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–
–
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Figure 5. Bottom panel: spectrogram of five LFN sounds produced in a train by common
bottlenose dolphins from Walvis Bay, Namibia (spectrogram settings: FFT: 512, Hanning Window,
50% overlap). Top panel: waveform of the first LFN sound in the spectrogram indicated by the white
line, showing the generally sinusoidal structure.

duration. In most cases where it could be assessed (81% of n ¼ 311 LFNs) they had no or
one harmonic (Table 2), although up to seven harmonics above the fundamental frequency
were observed. Most LFN sounds were identified in trains and visual inspection of the logsurvivorship plot of inter-LFN intervals (Slater and Lester 1982) under 10 s demonstrated
that a 3-s cut-off was appropriate to separate bouts (Figure 6). Although the behavioural
context of LFN sound production was not considered in detail for Walvis Bay, 8% of LFN
sounds occurred during recordings where surface feeding was observed but socializing
was not. In all, 33% were recorded during encounters where animals were observed
socializing but not surface feeding, and 59% were recorded during encounters in which
both behavioural states were observed.
Although BP and LFN sounds were often produced in the same recordings, there was
little evidence for stereotyped bray vocalizations of alternating BP and LFN sounds as
identified in other regions (dos Santos et al. 1995; Janik 2000a). We identified 45 brays
following the strict definition of a bray consisting of a BP sound followed by an LFN
sound within 0.5 s. Of these, only 15 were observed in series of multiple brays produced in
uninterrupted sequences, with the longest sequence consisting of 3 bray units. There were
61 sequences fitting the broader definition of a bray. However, in most cases, the sounds
identified within brays lacked the stereotypical characteristics previously described (dos
Santos et al. 1995; Janik 2000a). The BP sounds were variable in duration and often the
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Figure 6. Log survivorship plot of inter-LFN intervals. The change in slope at just under 3 s
demonstrates that most LFNs occurred in trains with short inter-LFN intervals.

amplitude did not match that of the following LFN sound. Also, the time period between
the two sound types was usually variable. Consequently, we could not be confident that the
two sounds were produced as a unit by the same individual above and beyond what might
be expected when several animals are vocalizing at the same time. In summary, the
evidence for bray production was weak and could not be confirmed in the Walvis Bay
population.
In total, 3027 whistle contours were identified, of which 693 were of a high enough
quality to be measured (Table 2). The characteristics of whistles from Walvis Bay
bottlenose dolphins fall within the range of those published for other populations of the
same species (Figure 7). Whistles ranged from 1.58 to 23.24 kHz in frequency with mean
minimum and maximum frequencies of 5.72 kHz (^ SD 1.99) and 12.88 kHz (^ SD
2.87), respectively. Start and end frequencies were broadly similar (!x 8.64 kHz ^ SD
3.56 and 7.21 kHz ^ SD 3.10 for start and end, respectively). Although contour duration
was relatively long for Walvis Bay (!x 1.11 s ^ SD 0.65) compared with other
populations, the number of inflection points was usually low and 74% of whistles had 0
or 1 inflections. The mean number of inflections (!x 1.60 ^ SD 2.12) was offset by a few
whistles with many inflection points (maximum 20). Compared with LFN sounds,
whistles were highly variable in structure, particularly with regard to the duration,
inflection points and frequency range (CVs of 45 or more). Whistles were often
produced in sequences containing repetitions of the same whistle type, providing strong
evidence of signature whistle production (Janik et al. 2013; Kriesell et al. 2014) in the
Walvis Bay population.
Chirps were apparently produced infrequently (n ¼ 27), identified in only 11
encounters of which 12 chirps were suitable for analysis. These short, stereotyped upswept
calls (Figure 8), had a mean minimum frequency of 7.74 kHz (^ SD 1.33 kHz) and mean
maximum frequency of 12.97 kHz (^ SD 1.97 kHz) and were usually produced as single
occurrences. A small number of other short (, 0.1 s) tonal calls were also identified
(n ¼ 18) but did not fit the criteria to be classified as chirps. The frequency modulation
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Figure 7. Mean values (^ SD) for whistle parameters of common bottlenose dolphins from Walvis
Bay and 12 other regions. Sample sizes of whistles analysed in each study are displayed within the
bars on panel a. Regions are ordered according to where they occur geographically, starting in the
North Pacific moving from East to West, ending in Walvis Bay, Namibia. Region codes (and
sources) are as follows: (1) North Pacific (Oswald et al. 2007), (2) Gulf of California (Wang et al.
1995b), (3) South Padre Island, Texas (Wang et al. 1995b), (4) Corpus Christi Texas (Wang et al.
1995b), (5) Galveston Texas (Wang et al. 1995b), (6) Gandoca-Manzanillo, Costa Rica (MayCollado and Wartzok 2008), (7) Bocas del Torro, Panamá (May-Collado and Wartzok 2008), (8)
Western North Atlantic (Steiner 1981), (9) Golfo de San José, Argentina (Wang et al. 1995b), (10)
Patos Lagoon Estuary, South Brazil (Azevedo et al. 2007), (11) Sado Estuary, Portugal (dos Santos
et al. 2005), (12) Sardinia, Italy (Dı́az López 2011), (WB) Walvis Bay (this study).

pattern of these was down swept, constant or variable in nature or they were closely
associated with other whistle contours, suggesting that they were partial whistles
(Caldwell et al. 1990). Such contours, however, comprised only a small proportion of the
overall sample of tonal sounds produced.
Discussion
Comprehensively describing a species’ repertoire requires considerable sampling over
time and behavioural context, and this has rarely been attempted for bottlenose dolphins.
Herzing (2000) describes 24 different sound types or combinations that can be produced
by dolphins. In comparison, the repertoire of sound types identified in Walvis Bay appears
relatively limited and is also considerably smaller than described for common bottlenose
dolphins in Fiordland, New Zealand (Boisseau 2005), which have a 12-signal repertoire.
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Figure 8. Spectrograms of all chirp sounds analysed from common bottlenose dolphins inhabiting
Walvis Bay, Namibia (spectrogram settings: FFT of 512, Hanning window, 50% overlap).

As bottlenose dolphins exhibit large degrees of behavioural plasticity, both within
(Sargeant and Mann 2009) and between (Connor et al. 2000) populations, differences in
vocal repertoire likely reflect ecological and cultural variations in sound usage.
Methodological differences between researchers may also influence the number of sound
types identified, as many studies rely on a largely qualitative analysis of sounds. We kept
our groupings very broad, based on clear and consistent physical descriptions. As clear
sub-categories could not be identified or linked to surface behaviours further subdivision
would have been arbitrary. A more detailed analysis of behavioural context using
simultaneous underwater video and acoustic recording equipment (Dudzinski et al. 1995;
Herzing 1996) could shed light on the functionality of the sound types described, although
the application of this method in Walvis Bay may be hampered by poor underwater
visibility. Alternatively, playback experiments provide a powerful tool for investigating
functionality of call types in dolphin communication systems (Sayigh et al. 1999; King
and Janik 2013).
We distinguished BP sounds from echolocation click trains by their visual
characteristics in the spectrogram display (Watkins 1967), a method that is commonly
used in studies of BP sounds (Nemiroff and Whitehead 2009; Frankel and Yin 2010;
Henderson et al. 2011). Lammers et al. (2003a) suggest a more quantitative definition
using a maximum IPI/ICI of 10 ms to distinguish between BP sounds and echolocation
click trains, respectively. Our data demonstrate agreement between the visual inspection
and the more quantitative 10 ms threshold to identify BPs. The majority of BP sounds we
identified visually were produced at pulse repetition rates of 300 –600 p/s, with only a
small proportion (2.15%) having pulse repetition rates of 100 – 200 p/s and none identified
with repetition rates less than 100 p/s (Figure 4). Given the brief nature of bottlenose
dolphin echolocation clicks (equivalent to 0.04 –0.07 ms, Au 1993), our pulse repetition
rates can be converted into approximate IPIs in ms by dividing 1000 by the repetition rate.
In such a way, pulse repetition rates of 100 –200 p/s identified here are equivalent to an
approximate IPI/ICI of 5 –10 ms. Given that no BP sounds were identified with IPI less
than 100 ms, our visual identification from the spectrogram display fitted well with the
10 ms cut off proposed by Lammers et al. (2003a) and is also in line with analysis of BP
sounds conducted by Blomqvist and Amundin (2004).
There are few studies reporting on the characteristics of BP sounds, and their function
is likely to vary with species and behavioural context. Their frequent production by
bottlenose dolphins seen in this and other studies (Blomqvist and Amundin 2004; Boisseau
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2005) and stereotyped production by species such as the dusky dolphin (Lagenorhynchus
obscurus) (Vaughn-Hirshorn et al. 2012) and the northern right whale dolphin
(Lissodelphis borealis) (Rankin et al. 2007) provides growing evidence that BP sounds
play an important role in intra-specific communication. Communication using BP sounds
may be particularly important in species that do not whistle (Dawson 1991) or whistle
rarely (Rankin et al. 2007; Vaughn-Hirshorn et al. 2012) and the function of BP sounds in
whistling and non-whistling species may therefore differ. For example, in some species,
the production of stereotyped BPs may encode individual (Rankin et al. 2007) or group
(Ford 1991) identity. We found little evidence of stereotyped BP sounds in our recordings
but strong support for signature whistle use in this population (Kriesell et al. 2014).
As bottlenose dolphins whistle frequently and use signature whistles to encode identity
information (Janik et al. 2006), using BP sounds to communicate identity information may
be somewhat redundant in this species.
BP sounds are directional signals (Branstetter et al. 2012) and may be used over short
ranges and during interactions in which ‘emotively charged’ information is shared
between conspecifics or perhaps to support visual displays (Lammers et al. 2006). They
are commonly associated with social contexts and, in particular, have been linked to
aggressive behaviour in captive (Overstrom 1983; Blomqvist and Amundin 2004) and
free-ranging (Herzing 2000) bottlenose dolphins. More specifically, Blomqvist and
Amundin (2004) often observed short BPs (lasting , 0.5 s) during aggressive interactions
in captive animals. Short BP sounds were commonly produced by free-ranging bottlenose
dolphins in Walvis Bay. The mean duration of BPs identified from this population was
0.52 s (^ SD 0.47), but this arithmetic mean was offset by the few BP sounds of long
duration between 1.75 and 3.75 s. In general, the data were skewed towards BP sounds of
short duration, with a peak in the distribution at 0.25 –0.50 s. The common production of
short BP sounds suggests these sound types are important in the repertoire of bottlenose
dolphins in Walvis Bay. However, we are yet to establish whether they are associated with
heightened emotive or aggressive behaviours or confirm whether they indeed serve a role
in intra-specific communication as opposed to echolocation.
A further possible application of BP sounds is in foraging contexts. The low peak
frequency of some BPs, which can be outside the frequency range expected for intraspecific communication, and high repetition rate of others, provide evidence that some BP
sounds function in prey manipulation. This has been argued for both bottlenose dolphins
(Janik 2000a) and killer whales (Simon et al. 2006). We occasionally observed series of
BP sounds that were short in duration (!x ¼ 0.12 s) and had high energy in the low
frequency range (, 5 kHz), well below the optimum threshold for hearing in bottlenose
dolphins (Richardson et al. 1995). However, as we did not have broadband recording
equipment, we could not measure the peak frequency of BP sounds across their range,
which can often extend into the ultrasonic (Blomqvist and Amundin 2004), and beyond the
limits of our recording equipment. We therefore did not attempt to quantify this. As such,
the possibility of certain types of BP sounds being involved in feeding interactions remains
open and warrants future in depth investigation for the Walvis Bay population.
The LFN sounds we identified were highly stereotyped, low-frequency (peak and
fundamental) sounds. In accordance with Simard et al. (2011), we found that LFN sounds
were produced infrequently, but when occurring they were usually seen in trains. LFN
sounds were produced during 7 encounters or 12% of encounters with bottlenose dolphins,
compared with the 48 (81%) encounters in which whistles were found and 45 (76%)
encounters in which BP sounds were identified. Similar proportions have been reported
from other sites, for example in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM), LFN sounds were produced
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during 12% of encounters with dolphins (Simard et al. 2011) and in Scotland whistles were
identified from 84% of encounters (Quick and Janik 2008).
The parameters of LFN sounds have been described from common bottlenose dolphins
inhabiting the GOM (GOM: Mississippi Sound [n ¼ 591], Tampa Bay [n ¼ 416] and
Sarasota Bay [n ¼ 27], Simard et al. 2011) and from Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins from
Eastern Australia (n ¼ 200, Schultz et al. 1995, NB: this population was initially described
as T. truncatus but more recently considered T. aduncus; Ansmann et al. 2012). In general,
LFN sounds are produced with a similar duration and structure in those populations from
which they have been identified. On average, these sounds range in duration from 0.05 s
(^ SD 0.04 s, Eastern Australia) to 0.08 s (^ SD 0.04 s, Mississippi Sound), with those
recorded from Walvis Bay falling between these limits (!x ¼ 0.07 s ^ SD 0.02 s). Like the
GOM and Eastern Australia, LFNs sounds from Walvis Bay were simple calls, most
having no inflection points and usually descending in frequency over the short duration.
Although the frequency modulation pattern is structurally similar between
populations, geographic variation in the frequency content and harmonic structure of
LFN sounds is apparent. In the GOM, LFN sounds are produced with many harmonics that
occasionally extend into ultrasonic frequencies (Simard et al. 2011). By assessing only
LFN sounds with good SNR, we should have detected a complex harmonic structure if it
had been present. However, in our study, most LFN sounds we identified had no or just one
harmonic. The peak frequency of LFN sounds from Walvis Bay is the lowest for any
bottlenose dolphin population so far described, being around three times lower than LFN
sounds from Mississippi Sound or Tampa Bay (!x ¼ 1.06 kHz ^ SD 0.58 kHz,
x! ¼ 0.93 kHz ^ SD 0.42 kHz, respectively, Simard et al. 2011). The distribution of
energy within the harmonic structure of LFN sounds varies slightly between populations;
the peak frequency was almost always contained within the fundamental frequency in
Walvis Bay, but was occasionally found in the higher harmonics for the GOM populations
(Simard et al. 2011). This may be explained by the heading of the animal relative to the
hydrophone, as directional information is encoded in the harmonic structure of some
dolphin vocalizations (Lammers and Au 2003), or may indicate geographical variation in
this property of the sounds. Compared with the GOM, the frequency characteristics of
LFN sounds from Eastern Australia Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins are more similar to
Walvis Bay, with the fundamental frequency ranging from 0.26 to 1.28 kHz and mean
minimum and maximum frequencies of 0.56 kHz (^ SD 0.15 kHz) and 0.60 kHz (^ SD
0.15 kHz), respectively (Schultz et al. 1995).
Most animals that vocalize produce a repertoire of innate vocalizations, with some
species, including bottlenose dolphins, also being capable of vocal production learning
(Janik and Slater 1997). In such species, determining whether sounds are innate or learnt
can be problematic. Looking for universality of usage in cross-cultural comparisons can
provide evidence of innate sound types. For example, the excitement call of Pacific killer
whales (Orcinus orca) is used by three different socially and reproductively isolated
ecotypes, providing evidence that it may be innately produced (Rehn et al. 2011), which
differs from the group-specific discrete pulsed calls that are learnt (Deecke et al. 2000).
The conservative form of LFN sounds observed between the three regions (GOM,
Namibia and Eastern Australia) and two species of bottlenose dolphin suggests that LFN
sounds may also be innate and if so we might expect to find them in more bottlenose
dolphin populations. However, the high probability of masking of LFN sounds and
inconsistent use of acoustic terminology make it hard to assess universality in LFN
production. Standardization of both terminology and methodology would help to clarify
the occurrence of LFN sounds in other populations.
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Surface feeding was observed in almost half (47%) of encounters in which recordings
were made, but we found little evidence of bray vocalizations (i.e. alternate BP and LFN
sounds produced in rapid succession) in the 72-h data set. It appears that in Walvis Bay,
LFN sounds function as distinct units of vocal production, but like Simard et al. (2011) we
found that LFN sounds were often produced in series where ‘pops’ were also heard.
Previous studies have found that LFN sounds were associated with socializing activities
and heightened emotional contexts such as sexual activity and perhaps aggression (Schultz
et al. 1995; Simard et al. 2011). LFN sounds, termed ‘grunts’, have also been associated
with socializing in recordings of S. chinensis (Van Parijs and Corkeron 2001). Although
we were limited by observations of surface behaviours only, the available data suggest that
LFN sounds and bray sounds serve different functions, with the former principally
involved in social interaction and the latter in foraging behaviour and that there is
geographic variation in the production of these sound types. Such geographic variation in
foraging strategy is common in bottlenose dolphins (Connor et al. 2000). The widespread
use of LFN and BP sounds in bottlenose dolphin populations, but the poor evidence for
bray production in Walvis Bay, suggests that these sounds are combined together through
a process of contextual learning (Janik and Slater 2000). If bray sounds are used to
manipulate prey behaviour, populations that feed on salmonids may have learnt to
generate these calls to increase foraging success (Janik 2009). This may explain why the
bray combined sound is absent in other populations such as Walvis Bay, which exhibit
different feeding specializations, feeding mainly on South African mullet (Liza
richardsonii) and Silver kob (Argyrosomus inodorus). Future studies should address
whether bray vocalizations are only exhibited in populations where salmonids are
available prey items.
Soniferous fish produce a range of low-frequency sounds that are superficially similar
to the LFN sounds we and others (Schultz et al. 1995; Simard et al. 2011) have ascribed to
bottlenose dolphins. Fish calls are generally of low frequency and can be both pulsed and
tonal in nature and are often produced in trains (Amorim 2006). The occurrence and sound
production characteristics of soniferous fish are poorly described in Namibian waters.
As we did not use acoustic localization, we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the
LFN sounds we ascribed to dolphins were in fact produced by fish in the environment that
the dolphins may, or may not, have been interacting with at the time of recording.
However, preliminary analysis of acoustic data collected in 2014 using a static acoustic
monitoring device (Loggerhead DSG) deployed in Walvis Bay found a diurnal pattern in
biological sounds, which may be attributed to fish, with the majority of sounds recorded
during night-time hours. This pattern is commonly observed in other localities (Locascio
and Mann 2008). Our recordings with dolphins were made during daylight hours reducing
the chance that fish sounds were incidentally included in our analysis. Furthermore, all
LFN sounds identified were found in recordings containing all three of the following
vocalizations: echolocation clicks, whistles and BP sounds. These sounds were often
produced simultaneously with LFN sounds. Any doubtful LFN sounds were assigned a
‘probable’ status and discounted from analysis. We are therefore confident that the LFN
sounds described were generated by bottlenose dolphins.
In line with other studies of bottlenose dolphin communication (Steiner 1981; Wang
et al. 1995a,b; Oswald et al. 2003; Morisaka et al. 2005), the duration and number of
inflection points of whistles were highly variable (CVs of 58 and 133, respectively,
Figure 7). As bottlenose dolphins develop individually distinctive signature whistles in the
first year of life (Caldwell and Caldwell 1979; Caldwell et al. 1990), the high variability in
these parameters likely reflects differences in the individually distinctive signature
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whistles produced by group members (Kriesell et al. 2014) and may also reflect differences
in whistle characteristics due to varying behavioural state (Esch et al. 2009a) or group
composition (Caldwell et al. 1990; Janik et al. 2013) during encounters.
Fine-scale geographic variation in some bottlenose dolphin whistle parameters is
apparent (Figure 7). Of the six parameters commonly reported, geographic variation in the
minimum frequency was the lowest, with less than 3 kHz difference in the mean minimum
frequency reported for the 13 populations presented (range 5.34– 7.92 kHz). In contrast,
geographic variation in the maximum and end frequency of whistles is greater, ranging
between mean population values of 10.33 – 17.61 kHz and 6.40 – 13.15 kHz, respectively.
As minimum frequency appears to be relatively consistent across populations it may be a
good parameter for determining species identity through PAM, particularly if the number
of potentially whistling species are few, which is the case in Namibia. However, as the
whistle parameters of many dolphin species overlap (Oswald et al. 2003; Oswald et al.
2007; Baron et al. 2008), a more robust approach may be whistle classification based on
multiple contour features (Gillespie et al. 2013). Future PAM of dolphins in coastal
Namibia can use the data collected during this study to train whistle classification systems.
Chirps were more stereotyped than whistles, with a lower CV for most of the
frequency parameters measured. In contrast to Janik et al. (2013), chirps were not clearly
found in trains. We have little data on the behavioural context of chirp production and with
few calls identified it is not clear whether they form a functional sound type differing from
whistles. However, in captive contexts, chirps and partial whistles were most often
produced when animals were positively reinforced and less often produced when animals
were first isolated (Caldwell et al. 1990).
The results of this study demonstrate geographic variation in both the characteristics
and sound types used by bottlenose dolphins. Consequently, regionally collected data are
necessary to maximize detection probabilities and correct species classification during
PAM programmes. The vocal repertoire of the Walvis Bay population is relatively limited,
and our data did not support previous observations of bray production in association with
feeding behaviour (Janik 2000a) and bray, LFN sounds and chirps were produced too
infrequently to be useful indicators of dolphin presence. Future PAM programmes using
whistle or echolocation features would be most applicable for this population. These
vocalizations were identified in the vast majority of acoustic recordings made and can
contain species-specific information (Oswald et al. 2007; Soldevilla et al. 2008; Gillespie
et al. 2013). Automated classification using regionally collected data of echolocation
clicks or whistles has the greatest chance of providing accurate classification scores, and
distinguishing between closely related species or sub-populations of the same species
(Soldevilla et al. 2008). Two species of bottlenose dolphin occur in parapatry in southern
African waters (T. truncatus and T. aduncus) and both inshore and offshore ecotypes of
common bottlenose dolphin are found in Namibian waters (Best 2007). Existing whistle
data already show that mean minimum and start frequency values from populations of
bottlenose dolphins in Africa (Gridley et al. 2012, this study) may allow for the
differentiation of T. aduncus and T. truncatus. However, as the available acoustic data are
limited to three populations, more sampling where the two species occur in parapatry is
necessary to test this possibility.
The frequency range used by bottlenose dolphins in Walvis Bay overlaps considerably
with sources of man-made noise (Richardson et al. 1995), particularly with regard to the
tonal sounds described. Consequently, the bottlenose dolphins in Walvis Bay may be
susceptible to masking of functionally important sounds from low- and mid-frequency
anthropogenic noise sources including that generated from marine tourism (Leeney 2014),
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shipping and coastal construction including the development of a new port in Walvis Bay
(Namport 2013). Future management strategies must consider the possible influence of
noise pollution on the communication system and long-term fitness of this small coastal
population.
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